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The pandemic has tested us all emotionally and psychologically, we are changed. 

Never before could we have considered lengthy schools closures, isolation for friends 

and family, last minute cancellations to exams and as parents having to juggle 

supporting children in their learning whilst also working, often at full capacity. This has 

been a strain, we are tired, exhausted, fearful and hopeful simultaneously. But now is 

the time to also consider and hold on to what has changed for the better, how 

adaptable and resilient we really are and what we can begin to take from this 

extraordinary passage of time, for both parents and children alike.

“Parents are a child’s first and most important teacher”
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RESILIENCE MATTERS: POST COVID

Trained as a primary school teacher and subsequently a Child and Educational Psychologist at 

the Institute of Education in London, Hannah works in both the state and private sector. She has 

worked in significant trauma and crises including supporting families and children directly affected 

by the Grenfell Tower Disaster. Over the past 18 years including becoming a mother of 3 children 

she has worked in schools and with Mental Health Teams to provide support to children and 

families. 

She has a special interest in Autism and supporting children in developing their emotional 

intelligence as well as key specialisms in specific learning difficulties including Dyslexia and 

Dyspraxia. Hannah also regularly works with new mothers and fathers, supporting their 

transitions into parenthood. 

▪ Supporting children and adults to reflect and acknowledge thoughts and feelings when the 

world may feel like a scary place

▪ Exploring what resilience really is and how can we encourage children and adults to tell their 

stories of adaptability

▪ Considering how the use of language can impact upon our state of mind, training our brains to 

calm amongst the storm of thoughts.

▪ Identifying how we can problem solve or begin to break down anxieties using accessible 

therapeutic tools

▪ How to support the development of emotional regulatory tools when anxiety and low mood may 

feel overwhelming for children and adults

SESSION INCLUDES

▪ Personal attention and feedback in an informal atmosphere

▪ An invaluable booklet complete with information covered on the seminar

▪ Opportunity to ask questions & signposting for future support


